PART II, ASSESSMENT OF ISSUES AND MEASUREABLE GOALS

ISSUE IDENTIFICATION

Development of past plans included extensive public participation processes to identify District issues. That work has served as the basis for District programs and projects since 2007 when the District’s second generation WMP was adopted. Beginning in 2013, several efforts were made to evaluate status and success of existing District efforts and identify current and emerging issues all of which have led to the development of this 3rd generation plan.

In 2013, the SWWD Board of Managers held a workshop to discuss the status of the 2007 Plan and discuss changing and emerging issues. As a result of that workshop several changes to the Plan were identified and the District proceeded to develop a Plan amendment. Ultimately, however, the District decided to delay the amendment in deference to 2 pending actions at the State level—a state led assessment of District performance and update to MN Rule 8410 which governs Twin Cities metropolitan Watershed Districts.

The Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR) supports Minnesota’s counties, watershed districts and soil and water conservation districts that deliver water and related land resource management projects and programs. In 2007 the BWSR set up a program (PRAP) to systematically review the performance of these local units of government to ensure their effective operation. Each year BWSR staff conducts routine reviews of several of these local conservation delivery entities. In 2014, building on SWWD’s own assessment in 2013 BWSR completed a PRAP assessment of SWWD. The conclusion of that assessment was:

The South Washington Watershed District (SWWD) is an effective agent for positive water resource management in a complex metropolitan environment. The district’s systematic, deliberate approach to project development, as set out in their management plan and management processes, is impressive. The confidence that the cities within the district have in the organization’s capabilities is evidenced by the gradual expansion of the district’s jurisdiction as neighboring watershed management organizations have dissolved. The SWWD has been aggressive at applying the various tools and authorities available to a metro area watershed district in its pursuit of effective local water and resource management. In general, the partner organizations find the SWWD good to work with and recognize the quality of its efforts. If there are any areas for improvement in the district’s working relationship with its partners they would be in the area of improved communication about changing timelines or follow-through on projects or programs. The district meets an impressive 93 percent of BWSR’s benchmark performance standards. This rate of compliance shows organizational sophistication, attention
to detail in overall district management, and a commitment to service for the people who live in the district and to the resources they depend upon.

In 2015, BWSR adopted and update to MN Rule 8410. That update resulted in several changes to what is and is not required in Watershed Management Plans. Ultimately, the revised rules allow for a condensed format that provides a more intuitive and user friendly document. With those changes, SWWD decided to undertake a Plan update process which resulted in creation of this current Plan. Consistent with the revised (2015) MN Rule 8410, SWWD requested input from State and Local review agencies regarding agency resource priorities and perceived issues in SWWD.

Building on input received from review agencies, SWWD engaged both a Citizen and Technical Advisory Committee. Those committees are formed, respectively, by District residents and representatives from Municipalities and State and local agencies. Both committees were heavily leaned on to identify and evaluate issues presented in this section and develop implementation priorities and actions presented in Part III.

The following Issues and Goals are the result of the aforementioned process and reflect the priority resource issues of the District. This section is organized following a Results Based Accountability approach. Each issue statement is followed by the desired outcome (goals/results), implementation progress indicators, and associated implementation programs. Additionally, each issue includes a section with live links to additional information from SWWD and its partners.

**ISSUES AND GOALS**

**FLOODING**

*Flood Damage Reduction and Mitigation*

Issue: There are several areas within the District which are at risk for flooding during and following large precipitation and/or extended wet periods; including Wilmes Lake, City of Newport riverfront, Cottage Grove Central Draw (at CDSF overflow), West Draw, Clear Channel/TH61, Hamlet Pond, O’Conners Lake, and Ravine Park. Several of these identified areas involve intercommunity flows. Others are the result of undersized or inadequate infrastructure. SWWD has historically led or participated in these regional or inter-community flooding issues while assisting Municipalities with their efforts to address more localized issues. The District’s general approach begins with source reduction and continues with identification and protection of critical storage locations and floodplains. It is the District’s policy to opportunistically manage floodplains for multiple, non-development uses (e.g. greenspace,
recreation, and habitat). If source reduction approaches are not adequate or feasible, the District pursues mitigation measures ranging from flood-proofing property and infrastructure to support for property buyouts.

Goals/Results: Minimize existing and future potential damages to property, public safety, and water resources due to flood events.

Implementation Indicators:

- Prevent increases in runoff from development activity through development and enforcement of District Rules;
- Prevent increases in flooding risk due to development (e.g., Wilmes, Ravine, and O’Conner’s Lakes);
- Update key flood storage inventory within 3 years;
- Achieve no net loss in inventoried key flood storage areas;
- Complete SWWD Flooding Emergency Response Plan within 6 years;
- Review and update inter-community flow limits within 3 years;
- Achieve progress toward inter-community flow limits as development occurs;
- Maintain implementation flexibility to respond to identified flood damage reduction/mitigation needs that may arise.

Implementation Tools: Planning, Regulatory, Implementation and Maintenance


**Central Draw Overflow**

Issue: One of the primary reasons SWWD was formed was to identify, design and construct an outlet for the District’s Northern Watershed which one of the fastest growing communities in the State. At the time, runoff from the Northern Watershed collected at Bailey Lake which had no controlled outlet. Communities in the District recognized that Bailey Lake would not be adequate to contain all of the runoff from the watershed when it was fully developed. Since that time, SWWD and its partners have been working to construct the Central Draw Storage Facility (CDSF), which includes 1800 acre feet of storage on 250 acres near the outlet of Bailey Lake. A City of Woodbury lift station pumps water from Bailey Lake to the CDSF. With the size of the CDSF and rate/volume restrictions on development draining to Bailey Lake, the system should be adequate to retain the runoff for a 6.3”, 24 hour rainfall event. However, because of uncertainty in design, recent trend of extreme precipitation events and degree of safety
necessary for flooding situations, SWWD is in the process of constructing a controlled overflow out of the CDSF to the Mississippi River. The project is being implemented in 5 phases. Phases I (pipe connection under CSAH 19) and II (stream stabilization between Ravine Lake and Mississippi River) are complete.

Goals/Results: Complete establishment of a controlled overflow from SWWD’s Northern Watershed to the Mississippi River

Implementation Indicators:

- Phase III, modification of the Ravine Lake outlet by 2017;
- Phase IV, stabilization of Ravine Park by 2018
- Phase V, construction of remaining pipe sections by 2019;
- Completion of function overflow system by January 1, 2020 as specified in SWWD/Lower St. Croix WMO consolidation agreement, unless otherwise agreed to by Cottage Grove, Woodbury, and SWWD.

Implementation Tools: Implementation and Maintenance

Additional Information:

http://www.swwdmn.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/2013_BoDR_100913.pdf,
EAW

WATERSHED ALTERATIONS

Surface Water Degradation and Impairment

Issue: Typical of urban systems, District water resources are significantly affected by land use and changes in land cover. What was once wetland, prairie, savanna, and forest is now suburban development and agriculture, both of which pose several challenges. Both increase rate and volume of runoff to district resources, carrying with it sediment, debris, and nutrients which degrade or impair natural aquatic systems. Both require very different approaches to address however. Suburban development is highly regulated and results in highly impervious areas with fragmented open space and high infrastructure costs. Agricultural lands have comparatively low regulation and result in significant land cover changes over large land areas with comparatively low infrastructure costs. These differences create a dynamic where it is easier to implement more costly improvements in suburban areas through regulation than in
agriculture lands through voluntary implementation. Cost effective implementation requires overcoming that dynamic.

SWWD believes in proactively coordinating with its constituents for long-term surface water planning and implementation of projects toward the protection and restoration of District resources. Key to that function is management planning. SWWD systematically assesses its resources through its monitoring and modeling programs. Building on those efforts, the District then develops management plans focused on protection or restoration for impaired waters. Completed plans are adopted by the District as guidance documents. Following an adaptive management approach, SWWD routinely revisits completed plans to evaluate progress and re-assess strategies in light of new or changing information.

Additionally, SWWD recognizes the inherent difficulty for local agencies in addressing emerging, widespread contaminants and impairments of regional resources extending beyond local jurisdictions. Clear, existing examples include the Mississippi River turbidity impairment, Lower St. Croix excess nutrients impairment, and widespread Metro area chloride contamination. For these larger and more widespread resources and impairments the District recognizes the importance of planning at a level broader than the District but continues to place high value and importance on local implementation. SWWD will assist in implementation of TMDLs for State or regional resources or impairments which extend beyond District boundaries. Likewise, SWWD will evaluate potential impact of emerging contaminants and seek guidance from State and Regional agencies in addressing those impacts.

Goals/Results: Protection and restoration of District resources to meet local resource goals and State standards.

Implementation Indicators:

- Complete resource management plans for all lakes and perennial open channel streams within the District within 6 years;
- Re-assess completed management plans at a minimum of once every 3 years to evaluate progress and review and adjust strategies;
- Consider adoption of completed TMDLs for Statewide and Regional resources for which implementation actions are identified for SWWD;
- Continue existing Incentive programs to encourage voluntary implementation of BMPs;
- Develop Incentive program focused on BMP implementation on agricultural lands within 3 years;
- Identify willing landowners and begin operation of pilot agriculture BMP research program within 6 years;
• Achieve load reductions and restoration actions identified in adopted management plans and/or TMDLs;
• Prevent new impairment listings;
• No net loss in wetland acreage or function;
• Coordinate CIP plan with Municipalities through engagement of a standing Technical Advisory Committee;
• Implement actions identified in the Metro Chloride TMDL to reduce roadsalt usage by XX%;
• Support joint educational efforts to train and educate District residents and contractors on methods to reduce salt use on private property;
• Evaluate impact of emerging contaminants and identify District programs or actions to control or mitigate that risk.

Implementation Tools: Assessment and Planning, Regulatory, Implementation and Maintenance

Additional Information:

MPCA Metro Chloride TMDL still in draft...
**Bluff, Streambank, and Shoreland Erosion**

Issue: Bluffs, streambanks, and shorelands are highly susceptible to erosion. Further, once erosion begins, it typically becomes severe due to highly erosive soils and high velocities and concentration of flows commonly seen at these features. One of the simplest ways to prevent erosion of bluffs, streambanks, and shorelands, is to maintain a buffer which prevents erosion in two ways; (1) by intercepting and slowing velocity of runoff and minimizing concentration of flow, and (2) by increasing stability of native soils. SWWD is committed to establishing buffers along bluffs, streambanks, and shorelands through voluntary and regulatory mechanisms as now required by the State though it will focus on voluntary measures when possible.

Goals/Results: Prevent resource degradation of District resources from bluff, streambank, and shoreland erosion.

Implementation Indicators:

- Develop and implement buffer regulatory measures to comply with State requirements;
- Establish and maintain a 50 foot, permanently vegetated buffer along all bluffs, ravines, lakes, and streams;
- ID excessively eroding bluff ravines within 3 years; Stabilize identified ravines within 10 years.

Implementation Tool: Planning, Implementation and Maintenance, Regulatory

Additional Information:

**GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY**

**Supply**

Issue: Groundwater supply is a known issue for South Washington County with documented aquifer depletion. SWWD views supply as a Municipal issue, however it does value its role in preserving groundwater quality and quantity. And, although many questions remain about how much water can be sustainably withdrawn from aquifers there is consensus on the need for conservation. SWWD is committed to implementing and improving conservation efforts to ensure long term viability of groundwater resources in South Washington County.

Goals/Results: Implement conservation efforts to ensure long term viability of groundwater resources in South Washington County.
Implementation Indicators:

- Implement conservation actions identified in regional planning efforts;
- Incentivize practices that reduce demand on groundwater supply;
- Promote use of infiltration as a tool for recharge where appropriate.

Implementation Tool: Planning, Implementation and Maintenance

Additional Information:

N & E area groundwater management plan

Washington County Groundwater Plan

Protection (pollution prevention)

Issue: District residents rely on groundwater for 100% of their water supply. Because of that, SWWD and its local partners place great emphasis on protecting groundwater resources from potential pollution. Those efforts include wellhead protection (Municipalities), special well construction areas (Lake Elmo/Oakdale), and pollution remediation (3M). SWWD is committed to preventing pollution from stormwater BMPs and local operations (i.e. large scale infiltration, de-icing operations, karst, etc.). Additionally, there are several known connections between surface water and groundwater resources in the District. SWWD is committed to continued assessment of those connections and the risks associated with them.

Goals/Results: Protect groundwater resources through pollution prevention and management of surface water, groundwater interactions.

Implementation Indicators:

- Continue enforcement of existing karst rules;
- Consider pollution potential in siting and design of District funded stormwater BMPs;
- Utilize alternative compliance sequencing for meeting District development rules in areas where infiltration is not appropriate;
- Participate in State and regional efforts to quantify risks to groundwater resources from de-icing operations;
- Incentivize road authority upgrades to de-icing operations to prevent overuse of roadsalt;
• Continue groundwater quality monitoring at District regional infiltration facilities sufficient to identify potential impacts to groundwater from large scale infiltration practices.
• Consider additional protection of surface water features with potential to impact groundwater quality.

Implementation Tool: Planning, Regulatory, Implementation & Maintenance

Additional Information:

**NATURAL RESOURCES**

Issue: Several of the issues facing District resources are caused by changes to the landscape. Loss of unique or rare habitats, threats to pollinators, habitat fragmentation, and changes in land use and land cover all decrease habitat diversity and ecological resilience. That change often translates as decreased groundcover density and quality causing increases in runoff volumes and rates as well as sediment and nutrient concentrations and degraded aquatic habitat. Therefore, one of the simplest solutions for the District’s resource issues is protection and restoration of native terrestrial habitat.

Aquatic habitat is essential to healthy lakes and streams. Aside from watershed influences which can increase productivity in lakes and streams and bury habitat features in sediment, aquatic habitat is also strongly affected by invasive aquatic plant species and unbalanced fish communities which favor fish like black bullhead and sunfish which can drastically disturb lake sediments.

SWWD is committed to preserving and where feasible restoring native terrestrial and aquatic habitat. Every effort will be made in District projects and programs to achieve that result.

Goals/Results: Protect, restore, and reconstruct native terrestrial and aquatic habitat for the benefit of resource management.

Implementation Indicators:

• Survey aquatic vegetation of District Lakes a minimum of every 3 years;
• Participate in development of regional programs to address spread and management of invasive terrestrial and aquatic invasive species;
• Implement local actions identified in regional planning efforts;
• Avoid impacts to rare, unique, and high quality habitats as part of all District projects;
• Identify areas with high priority for protection or potential for restoration within 6 years and incorporate into District Greenway development where feasible;
• Promote use of site appropriate native plants as part of District funded projects;
• Promote compliance with guidance for pollinator friendly design practices as part of District funded projects;
• Consider preservation or restoration of native habitat and benefits to pollinators and other wildlife in allocation of incentive funding.
• Develop credit mechanism to incentivize developers to maintain mature trees during development within 6 years;
• Implement habitat improvement practices identified in completed Resource Management Plans.

Implementation Tool: Implementation and Maintenance, Regulatory, Planning

Additional Information:

**CLIMATE CHANGE**

Hydrology, natural resources, GW demand

Issue: Minnesota’s climate is changing—precipitation patters are increasingly variable with extremes (i.e. drought and flooding) more common, growing seasons are expanding, winters are warmer and thereby increasing stress on infrastructure due to increasing freeze/thaw patterns. These changes are also reflected in risks to District resources. More frequent precipitation extremes will increase fluctuations in lake levels and increase rates of flow streams, increasing streambank erosion risks, and increase demand on regional water supply provided by already stressed aquifers. Depressed water levels in lakes, streams, and wetlands during prolonged droughts will result in changing surface water/groundwater interactions. And, increasing growing seasons will result in additional nuisance algal conditions in already impaired waters.

While efforts at the national and international level have traditionally focused on mitigation of climate change, SWWD and other State and Local agencies are increasingly focused on climate adaptation. Through adaptation, SWWD and its partners and residents can prepare for anticipated challenges to ensure healthy resources and sustained water supply.

Goals/Results: Facilitate increasing resilience of District resources and public infrastructure through development of information and strategies and implementation of accepted climate adaptation practices.
Indicators:

- Consider adaptive capacity—ability of a system to adjust to climate change to mitigate potential damages, take advantage of opportunities, or cope with consequences—of District systems and resources in developing projects;
- Require use of up to date hydrologic data for meeting District development and redevelopment standards;
- Utilize District models and predicted, extreme hydrologic scenarios to identify infrastructure vulnerabilities—degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change—within 5 years;
- Utilize District surface water modeling and County Groundwater model to explore changes in surface water/groundwater interactions as a result of predicted changes in hydrologic conditions and water demand;
- Utilize District CCIP program to assist Cities in adapting their infrastructure systems to increase resiliency—capability to anticipate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from significant threats with minimum damage to social well-being, the economy, and the environment;
- Promote use of alternative landscapes which require less water;
- Promote water re-use where feasible to reduce demand on aquifers;

Implementation Tool: Planning, Education, Implementation and Maintenance


**INFORMATION**

*Resource Assessment*

Issue: The District utilizes an adaptive management approach to watershed and resource management. Key to that approach is reliable and relevant feedback data that accurately characterize District resources and changes in water quality and quantity.

Goals/Results:
• In partnership with Local, State, and Regional partners, operate a monitoring program adequate to establish baseline water quality and quantity measures and identify long-term trends.
• Operate a monitoring program adequate to detect changes in loading rates as a result of District implementation actions.

Implementation Indicators:

• Annually implement District’s monitoring plan;
• Monitor levels and water quality of all publically accessible lakes annually;
• Monitor established Regional Assessment Locations a minimum of 3 out of every 6 years;
• Maintain equipment inventory to quickly establish additional monitoring locations in response to identified resource concerns;
• Biennially, complete trend analyses for all lakes and Regional Assessment Locations and complete a review of the District’s Monitoring Plan;
• Expand groundwater monitoring program in partnership with Washington County, MnDNR, MDH, and MPCA to adequately characterize groundwater resources in the District;
• In cooperation with MnDNR, identify gaps in aquifer level monitoring network within the District within 2 years.
• Identify existing wells or install new wells necessary to fill identified monitoring gaps.

Implementation Tool: Implementation and Maintenance Program

Additional Information: http://www.swwdmn.org/programs/monitoring-program/

District-wide Hydrologic Modeling

Issue: Nearly all resource management decisions now require some degree of modelling on the front end to ensure that efforts are targeted and cost-effective. Additionally, SWWD and its partners rely on modeling for predictive analysis of changing conditions (i.e. planned development, climate change). SWWD believes that modelling is best initiated and maintained at the watershed level.

Goals/Results: Maintain updated, District-wide hydrological modeling to inform District and Municipal management of resources and infrastructure.

Implementation Indicators:
• Establish standard modelling specifications within 3 years;
• Complete development of subwatershed models to complete District-wide coverage within 6 years;
• Calibrate completed models to collected monitoring data once every 3 years.
• Annually update completed models to reflect changing conditions;

Implementation Tool: Assessment and Planning

Additional Information:

Research

Issue: Information and dissemination of information is essential to effective implementation of District’s adaptive management approach in addressing resource issues. SWWD continuously strives to develop and improve information and refine delivery methods. Several knowledge gaps have been identified and are grouped into the following categories:

• Effective incorporation of emerging Best Management Practices into existing Public Works systems and management paradigms
• Methods for source reduction in agriculture land use
• Alternative crops and buffers
• Evaluation of emerging Best Management Practices
• Refinement of existing Best Management Practices
• Integration of water quality and habitat Best Management Practices
• Effective incentives for implementation of various Best Management Practices
• Control of invasive and unwanted species
• Impacts of regional infiltration on groundwater

SWWD will pursue collaborative research opportunities to address known gaps in knowledge. SWWD’s primary tool disseminating information is its website. The District’s website includes interactive mapping and water quality database applications. Additionally, the website serves as an online library for all documents identified in this plan. Is the District’s intention to serve as a primary source for information related to condition and management of resources within the District. To facilitate that role, SWWD will continue to develop web applications and evaluate new technologies for incorporation into the District’s website.

Goals/Results: Work with local and regional partners to advance knowledge of watershed management issues.
Implementation Indicators:

- Further identify and refine research and information needs as ongoing role of Technical Advisory Committee;
- Pursue research opportunities to provide for identified information needs;
- Annually publish summary of completed and ongoing research efforts.

Implementation Tool: cost share for innovative or demonstration tech...

Additional Information:

**EFFICIENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY**

*Progress Evaluation*

Issue: SWWD utilizes an adaptive management approach to managing its resources. Likewise, it utilizes a results-based accountability approach to evaluating District programs. Key to both is routine evaluation of progress. SWWD is committed to routine, objective evaluation of District programs and projects.

Goals/Results: Utilize a Results Based Accountability approach in evaluating and refining implementation strategies for achieving resource goals and to evaluate program performance.

Implementation Indicators:

- Biennially, evaluate District progress in achieving identified issue goals;
- Ongoing development and use of documented strategies and actions to achieve established resource goals;
- Incorporate strategy documentation, progress evaluation, and annual workplan into annual report;
- Amend Watershed Plan as necessary to provide the District with and programs and tools necessary to implement identified strategies.

Implementation Tool: Planning

Additional Information:

*Uniform Standards*
Issue: SWWD believes that primary control and determination of appropriate land use us the responsibility of Municipalities. Likewise, the District believes the permitting process is best performed at the Municipal level. However, one of the primary purposes of Watershed Districts is to manage resource issues that cross municipal boundaries or otherwise become too big for individual jurisdictions to address. Additionally, the District views its water resources as regional resources and values its role in preventing impacts to those resources from development. SWWD’s primary tool for addressing these issues is uniform design standards—Rules—which the District is authorized to develop under State Statute. Municipalities within the District are required to adopt and enforce those standards.

Ultimately, the District believes that standards based on local resource goals and that consider variability in soil and land cover conditions are best. However, the District does recognize the difficulty for Municipalities, residents, and businesses to navigate standards across Watershed District boundaries. To the extent possible, SWWD will seek to achieve uniformity in Standards across District boundaries, although varying resource issues may make that infeasible.

Finally, the District recognizes its responsibility in implementing State programs (e.g. TMDLs) and permits (e.g. MS4) and seeks to simplify the inherent overlap of regulatory jurisdictions and eliminate duplication of efforts where possible.

Goals/Results: Establish and maintain District controls necessary to achieve established District resource goals, comply with mandated permits and programs, and maximize regulatory consistency with neighboring jurisdictions.

Implementation Indicators:

- Regularly review and update District Rules as necessary to keep pace with changing resource issues and mandated regulatory programs;
- Ensure uniform MS4 program coverage across District using a documented cooperative approach that limits duplication of efforts;
- Work with neighboring Watershed Districts to develop uniform standards where possible;
- Require Municipal adoption of District Rules within 2 years of any completed update;
- Prevent continued degradation of resources.

Implementation Tool: Assessment and Planning, Regulatory

Additional Information:

http://www.swwdmn.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/6-Standards_Amended2011.pdf,
http://www.swwdmn.org/pdf/2015SWWDRules.pdf,
Collaboration and Coordination of Efforts

Issue: Minnesota is advanced in management of water resources. However, the framework of local, regional, and state jurisdictions which empower Minnesota to respond to water resource issues also results in a high degree of overlap in regulatory jurisdictions and responsibilities. SWWD believes implementation is generally best achieved at local levels of government and approaches this issue from two distinct angles; (1) addressing challenges of multiple, overlapping regulatory jurisdictions through collaboration and coordination of efforts and (2) pursuing opportunities to leverage existing local planning efforts and combining implementation programs and projects to gain economy of scale.

Goals/Results:

- Limit duplication of planning and implementation efforts by the District and its State and Local partners by improving collaboration and coordination of efforts.
- Create efficiencies in implementation through partnerships and

Implementation Indicators:

- Collaborate and coordinate agency efforts through engagement of a standing Technical Advisory Committee;
- Incorporate local input into District planning efforts through engagement of a standing Citizens Advisory Committee
- Inform State and Regional agencies and organizations of local efforts through participation in their advisory committees;
- Combine local implementation to gain economy of scale;
- Incorporate implementation actions identified in regional planning efforts into District programs.

Implementation Tool: Assessment and Planning, Education

Additional Information: http://www.swwdmn.org/pdf/LocallyDriven.pdf